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Estonian judicial authorities visit
Spain to study juvenile justice
institutions in the province of
Castellón

‘Strengthening juvenile justice
systems in the counter-terrorism
context’ project: Second study
visit takes place in the
Netherlands

‘ProCam’ project: Kick-off
meeting held in Budapest
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On the 11th of October 2017 the IJJO took
part in the first meeting for the partners of
the project ‘ProCam - Procedural Rights
Observed by the Camera: Audiovisual
Recordings of Interrogations in the EU’,
organised by the Hungarian Helsinki
Committee (HHC) in Budapest, Hungary.
[+]

The Juvenile Prosecution Service in
Castellón de la Plana (Spain) organised a
study visit for a delegation of Estonian
judiciary authority members from the 23rd
to the 27th October, to allow them to
familiarise themselves with various juvenile
justice institutions in the province of
Castellón. [+]
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UNDP study examines the factors
driving young Africans towards
violent extremism

South Africa reforms legislation
to ban corporal punishment of
children in the home

US study details states reforms to
limit youth exposure to the adult
criminal justice system
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Deprivation
and
marginalisation,
underpinned by weak state governance,
are the primary forces driving young
Africans towards violent extremism,
according to a comprehensive new study
by the United Nations Development
Programme
(UNDP),
presented
in
Brussels on the 23rd of October. [+]

South Gauteng High Court ruled on the
19th
October
that
‘reasonable
chastisement’ in the home is not in line
with the South African Constitution,
meaning parents can no longer use this as
a legal special defence if accused of
violently disciplining their children. [+]

The latest report from the Campaign for
Youth Justice (CFYJ) examines US
legislative achievements reducing the
number of young people under the age of
18 prosecuted, tried, and incarcerated in
the adult criminal justice system. [+]

The second study visit and national seminar
of the IJJO-led project ‘Strengthening
juvenile justice systems in the counterterrorism context: Capacity-building and
peer learning among stakeholders’, took
place in the Netherlands on the 16th, 17th
and 18th of October 2017. [+]
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ECUADOR
The aim of the legislative file is to provide IJJO Users with access to national legislation on minors in an ordered and organised
way, including all laws in force, partial reforms and other laws regarding the protection of the rights of the child. [+]
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Wendy O’Brien, Senior Lecturer in
Criminology, Deakin University
Dr
Wendy
O’Brien
is
a
criminologist
with
research
expertise on violence against
children, children's rights, and
children's access to justice. With a sustained
focus on the legal and therapeutic responses to
children in conflict with the law, Wendy’s research comprises both
legal scholarship and research on the practical implementation of
public policy - including evaluation of social sector service delivery to
children. Wendy has provided expert evidence to a number of child
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objectives, the International Juvenile
Justice Observatory wants to give the
opportunity to researchers and PHD
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protection reviews, and she regularly serves on research advisory
boards for projects on child sexual assault. She is also a current
member of the Asia-Pacific Council for Juvenile Justice (APCJJ). [+]

Survey: Youth Radicalisation
in Europe

The Job and Internship Database
contains information on the latest job and
internship offers sent by organisations
working in juvenile justice; our purpose is
to facilitate the gathering of people and
organizations that are involved in the
juvenile justice field.

Responses will form part of a regional
overview that will serve to assess the current
situation of radicalisation in the 28 EU Member
States, with particular emphasis on
radicalisation of children and young adults.
Radicalisation is understood ...

The Job and Internship Database offers a
virtual space to organizations involved in
juvenile justice, where they can publish
their job and internship offers. If your
organization wishes to publish a job offer,
please click on the following link and
complete the document.
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Lawmakers weigh again raising age for juvenile
courts

A Familiar Face: Violence in the lives of
children and adolescents

United States

International

Día Universal del Niño: Los niños mandan

Politiques publiques de prévention de la
radicalisation : articulation entre les politiques
nationales, les collectivités territoriales et le
tissu associatif

International

Les mineurs : premières victimes des
agressions sexuelles en Tunisie

I Congreso Internacional de
Criminología, Procesos de Paz y
Justicia Restaurativa
Spain

22nd Workshop on Aggression

France

Cyprus

Tunisia

UK schools refer 2000 children to anti-terror
body

Summit on the Legal Rights of
Street-Connected Children & Youth

United Kingdom

Prosecuting and Defending Youth Criminal
Justice Cases: A Practitioner's Handbook

Brazil

Protection de la jeunesse: ces travailleurs qui se
dévouent pour les jeunes

Publications

Jornada de Vulnerabilidad en
contextos de encierro

Canada

Agora débats/jeunesses 2017/3 (N° 77) : «
Expériences juvéniles de la pénalité »

Argentina

Destacan avances en la justicia penal juvenil

Publications

Conference 'Victims between
security, human rights and justice:
Local and global context'

Nicaragua

Govt urged to enact pending legislation on
child rights

NCJFCJ Technical Assistance Bulletin:
Collecting Data and Sharing Information to
Improve School-Justice Partnerships

Pakistan

Publications

Mutilations génitales féminines au Mali : Des
avancées notables et du chemin à parcourir

Policy Platform: Creating Meaningful Change
in the Relationship between Law Enforcement
and Youth of Color

Children's Law Centre

Publications
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Mali

Justicia penal juvenil: elaboran tres protocolos
Argentina

Mineurs à risque et victimes de traite en France Bureau international des droits des enfants
: Enjeux de protection et de représentation
Canada
légale
Publications

Improving Outcomes for Youth With
Disabilities in Juvenile Corrections

Serbia

Technical Assistance Bulletin: Disrupting
School-Justice Pathways for Youth with
Behavioral Health Needs
Publications
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